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Abstract

This paper presents a framework for the theoretical comparison of in-

formation retrieval models based on how the models decide aboutness.

The framework is based on concepts emerging from the �eld of situa-

tion theory. So called infons and profons represent elementary infor-

mation carriers which can be manipulated by union and fusion opera-

tors. These operators allow relationships between information carriers

to be established. Sets of infons form so called situations which are

used to model the information born by objects such as documents. An

arbitrary information retrieval model can be mapped down into the

framework. Special functions are de�ned for this purpose depending

on the model at hand. An important aspect is the inference mechanism

which is mapped to inference between situations. Two examples are

given based on the Boolean retrieval and coordination level matching

models. The framework allows the comparison of retrieval models at

an abstract level. Starting from an axiomatization of aboutness, re-

trieval models can be compared according to which axioms they are

governed by. This approach is highlighted by the theoretical compari-

son of Boolean retrieval with coordinate level matching.

�This work was partly performed while employed at the Utrecht University.
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1 Introduction

In recent years the logical approach to information retrieval has gained
quite a deal of attention (see for example [Bru93],[CC92],[LR92],[Nie92], and
[Rij89]). Various inference mechanisms have been proposed. Furthermore,
the expressive power of the logical framework has been demonstrated by
several authors. However, expressiveness has been restricted showing how
existing retrieval models can be mapped to logical inference mechanisms.

In addition a number of principles have been launched like for example the
\logical uncertainty principle" [Rij86]. Notions such as the soundness and
completeness of an inference mechanism have been de�ned within the con-
text of information retrieval, but so far there have not been soundness and
completeness results as is typical in logic. This seems to indicate that the
logical framework used in information retrieval does not have an arsenal
powerful enough to allow the proofs of such results. In particular an axiom-
atization of information retrieval theory lacks. If such an axiomatization
were available, information retrieval systems could be classi�ed according
to which axioms they are governed by. This opens the door to an inductive
information retrieval theory.

The theme of this paper is an axiomatization of aboutness in information
retrieval. Section 2 introduces an information theory based on the situation
theory. In section 3 information retrieval concepts are de�ned in the context
of this situation theory. We formulate axioms that describe some properties
of aboutness as used in information retrieval. In section 4 two information
retrieval mechanisms will be modelled as situation inference, namely the
Boolean inference mechanism and the coordination level matching inference
mechanism, which will be theoretically compared in section 5. At the end
we summarize and discuss options for further research.
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2 Modelling Information Retrieval Concepts using

Situation Theory

Information retrieval is the problem of retrieving those documents that are
likely to be relevant for a certain information need. In 1971, Cooper intro-
duced an objective notion of relevance termed logical relevance.

A stored sentence is logically relevant to a representation of an
information need if and only if it is a member of some minimal
premiss set of stored sentences for some component statement of
that need [Coo71].

He added the remark that if you want to look more closely to which part
of a document is judged as being relevant, the following auxiliary de�nition
may be adopted:

A document is relevant to an information need if and only if it
contains at least one sentence which is relevant to that need.

This last de�nition we take as our point of departure. However, in order
to avoid the heavily loaded word relevance, we will instead use the term
aboutness. Our goal is to study aboutness within a general theory of infor-
mation. Such theories are emerging from the �eld of situation theory (see
for example [BE87], [BE90], and [Dev91]). We propose that situation theory
is a su�ciently powerful theory of information for studying the aboutness
relation between documents or between a document and a query. Lalmas
& Van Rijsbergen have recently expounded the merits of situation theory
in information retrieval [LR92]. Our approach di�ers to theirs as we view
situation theory not as a tool to drive information retrieval but as a vehicle
to analyze theoretical properties of information retrieval mechanisms.

2.1 Infons: the Atomic Information Carriers

In order to go beyond the rather trivial approaches of equating aboutness
with some overlap measure between two respective object characterizations,
a more sophisticated theory of information must be available. The start-
ing point for such a theory can be found in Farradane's relational index-
ing [Far80a, Far80b]. In Farradane's work, information was carried by a
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�xed set of relationship types over an underlying set of terms. This concep-
tion bears a close resemblance to the fundamental information carriers of
situation theory, the infons [BE87],[BE90],[Dev91]:

De�nition 2.1 (Infons) An infon is a structure hhR,a1,: : : ,an; iii that
represents the information that the relation R holds (if i = 1) or does not
hold (if i = 0) between the objects a1; : : : ; an.

The value i is referred to as the polarity of the infon. As the name suggests,
this value is used to denote positive (i = 1) or negative (i = 0) information.
In relational indexing, the objects are terms, which are or are not related to
each other. A concrete example of an infon suitable for information retrieval
is the following, which is based on the relational indexing approach. Imagine
that there is a very small document comprising the text \The author wrote
a book". The information carried by this document can be modelled by the
infon: hhF,author,book;1ii. The letter F denotes a functional relationship
type between the terms author and book. Such relationships could be used
to provide contextual information for driving information retrieval. Due to
practical considerations, however, it is still not possible to use this idea in
real-life information retrieval systems. Typically the information inherent
in documents is partially modelled by a set of terms called keywords, simply
because there are e�cient algorithms to automatically index such keywords
from the document. As a result the relationships in which the keywords were
involved are no longer available. Information retrieval systems essentially
try to infer what the relationships could have been when trying to determine
whether a document is about a given information need.

Using keywords to model information results in very primitive infons. In
a sense these keyword based infons can be considered \sub-informational"
particles just like protons are to atoms. For this reason they will be referred
to as profons. Profons are a sub-class of infons based on a relation I. This
relation I signi�es an unspeci�ed unary relation reecting the fact that the
indexing process has deprived us of all knowledge of relations that the key-
word was a part of. If a document d is indexed with the keyword author, one
can consider that the information conveyed by author is inherent, or holds
in d. The notation hhI,author; 1ii will be used to denote the corresponding
profon. It is interesting to note that current information retrieval research
focusses on positive infons, particularly with regard to indexing. To the
authors' knowledge there are no indexing systems which produce `negative'
keywords, that is, profons with polarity zero.
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Up till now we have viewed infons and profons as a mechanism that describes
keywords. The question remains as to how documents are to be modelled.
As stated earlier, documents are information carriers and as such they can
be modelled as a set of infons. This set is termed a situation and is an
abstract representation of the information born by the document.

2.2 Informational Fusion and Union

A feature of information is that it can be manipulated. For example,
two pieces of information can be composed to form a new piece of infor-
mation. At the level of infons, composition is achieved by special oper-
ators depending on the strength of the composition required. Consider
the keywords water and pollution. These can be combined together to
form the phrase water pollution. This is an example of informational
fusion as the respective keywords are composed very tightly. Note how
water pollution bears precisely the combination of the information born
by water and pollution. Fusion is modelled at the level of infons by
the operator �: hhI,water; 1ii�hhI,pollution; 1ii. The result is an in-
fon hhR,water,pollution; 1ii that is based on the two keywords standing
in a relation R drawn from a set of prede�ned relations. Fusion is used
by the information retrieval mechanism to try and approximate the original
relations lost in the indexing process.

It is also possible to fuse infons whose underlying relations di�er in ar-
ity. For instance, fusing the infon hhR,water, pollution; 1ii with the infon
hhI,river; 1ii results in
hhR',river,water,pollution; 1ii. The latter infon expresses the fact that
there is some relationR' between the keywords river, water, and pollution.

Sometimes it is not possible, or not desirable, to actually fuse the infons.
In such cases informational union can be employed, whereby the respective
infons are combined to form a situation which models that the infons are
unrelated. Informational union is denoted by �. For example, hhI,water; 1ii
� hhI,air; 1ii yields the situation fhhI,water; 1ii, hhI,air; 1iig.

To summarize, given x; y 2 I the set of infons and R 2 R, the set of
relations, then:

x� y = fx; yg

x� y = hhR,x,y; iii i 2 f0; 1g
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We assume, for the moment, that � is idempotent, commutative and asso-
ciative. Note that by de�nition � has all these properties.

Infons constitute the lowest level of information granularity. At a higher level
of granularity we �nd the situations, or in IR-terminology, the documents
or queries. There is a natural way to generalize the information fusion
operation to work on situations.

Two situations can be composed together to form a new situation, in the
same way as the infons. First we handle the fusion of situations, (see this
as composing some information together). One way of de�ning situation
fusion is by fusing each infon of the �rst situation with all the infons from
the second situation. Situation union, on the other hand combines all the
infons of the �rst situation together with those of the second one.

S � T = fx� y j x 2 S ^ y 2 Tg

S � T = S [ T

Having generalized the fusion and union to the level of situations, they can
now be used as connectives in a language that is designed to reason with
situations. The set of situations will be denoted by S.

2.3 The Aboutness Relation between Situations

The relation j between two situations expresses that one situation carries
information about another situation. In the literature, one can �nd a number
of informal characterizations of this notion like \topically related" [Coo71],
\about" [Mar77], \likely to contain information about" [Rij92], and \cor-

respondent to" [Nie92]. As mentioned earlier, in this article the neutral
term aboutness is preferred. It is formalized as a relation over situations:
j � S �S. So, (S; T ) 2 j or S j T signi�es that situation S is about
situation T , and S j6 T denotes that S is not about T . Using the notion of
situation, Cooper's original de�nition of logical relevance can be translated
into situation relevance, or the preferred term situation aboutness as follows:

A situation S is about a situation T if and only if T contains at
least one infon i such that situation S is about that infon i.

Note that this de�nition consists of two implications. Firstly, situation S

has not to be about the complete situation T . Secondly, the sentence that
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\a situation is about one infon" implies the question: \how do we infer that
a situation is about a given infon?"

2.4 Inferring Information from Situations

Inference is an integral part of situation theory [BE90]. For example, from
the infon
hhR,water,pollution; 1ii the infon hhI,pollution; 1ii can be inferred, as
the latter infon is intuitively implied by the former. Inferences of this sort
are available to model the strict inference mechanism of a retrieval system.
Many proponents of situation theory restrict their attention to strict infer-
ence. However, due to the inherent uncertainties of IR we are forced to take
plausible inferences of the following sort into account: hhR,air,pollution; 1ii
is inferred from hhI,pollution; 1ii.

In our model, the symbol   IR
will be used to denote (plausible) inference,

that is �  IR
i denotes that infon i can be (plausibly) deduced from the

set of infons � within the framework of information retrieval model IR.
Just as with the informational union and fusion operators, inference can be
generalized to the level of situations in the following way:

S  IR
T if and only if 8i2T [S  IR

i]

This results in a su�ciently abstract framework in which can be captured
the (plausible) inference mechanism of an arbitrary retrieval mechanism,
and maps it to inference between situations. In addition, it allows the above
informal de�nition of situation aboutness to be formalized. A situation S
is about a situation T if and only if there is an infon i in T which can be
inferred from S (see �gure 1).

De�nition 2.2 (Situation Aboutness)

S j T if and only if 9i2T [S  IR
i]

 I

Inference

S

T

Figure 1: Situation Aboutness

The situation S is termed the root, as this situation is the starting point
for the inference process. The situation T will be referred to as the goal

situation.
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3 Studying Information Retrieval in the context

of Situation Theory

The purpose of an information retrieval system is, with respect to a given
information need, to return as many relevant documents as possible while
returning a minimum number of irrelevant ones. In this regard a set D of
documents is assumed. In addition to a document, there is the document
characterization denoted �(d), for d 2 D. The document characterization is
an approximate representation of the document's content. For example, in
typical information retrieval systems a document is characterized by a set
of keywords. Information retrieval begins when the user enters a request
which is also typically based on a set of keywords. The keywords in the
query attempt to characterize the user's information need.

Documents contain information. As such, a document can be modelled as a
set of infons, or in other words, as a situation. We will assume a situation
Sd which corresponds to the document d. Just as with documents there
is a situation S�(d) corresponding to the characterization �(d). In reality,
S�(d) is a crude approximation of Sd. A query can be seen as a request for
information. It can therefore also be represented as a situation. In summary,
all aspects which play a role in information retrieval can be mapped into
situation theory, documents as well as the characterization of the documents.
What remains now is the question of how to express information retrieval
e�ectiveness in the situation theoretic framework.

3.1 Recall and Precision

As mentioned in the introduction, the theme of this paper is to provide
an axiomatization of the aboutness relation whereby the behavior of an
information retrieval system can be characterized. The advantage of this
approach is that it opens the possibility for the theoretical comparison of
systems according to which axioms they are governed by. The axiomatiza-
tion presented in the next section consists of nine axioms. In order to be
able to motivate how a given rule a�ects recall and precision, it is necessary
to bring these concepts within the bounds of our situation theoretic frame-
work. Basically the recall and precision of a retrieval system will be studied
within the context of situation inference, which is the situation theoretic
counterpart of the retrieval process.
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De�nition 3.1 (Honest Situation Inference) The inference mecha-

nism of an information retrieval system is termed honest w.r.t. �(d) if and
only if the following holds:

if S�(d) j T then Sd j T

Let us assume that the situation T corresponds to a query. This de�nition
states that if a situation corresponding to a document characterization is
about T , then the associated document situation is as well. Honest situa-
tion inference corresponds to an information retrieval system with maximal
precision.

De�nition 3.2 (Total Situation Inference) The inference mechanism

of an information retrieval system is called total w.r.t. �(d) if and only if

the following holds:

if Sd j T then S�(d) j T

With the assumption that the situation T corresponds to a query, this def-
inition states that if a situation corresponding to a document is about T ,
then the situation of the characterization is also about T . Total situation
inference corresponds to an information retrieval system with maximal re-
call.

Some information retrieval systems are designed to be precise, that is an
inference mechanism as honest as possible, to estimate a maximal precision.
Other systems attempt to approximate a maximal recall, with a total infer-
ence mechanism. In the next section an indication is given which axioms
characterize honest inference mechanisms and which one characterizes total
inference mechanisms.

3.2 Reasoning with Situation Aboutness

In our theory aboutness is treated as a relation between situations. There-
fore aboutness is treated as a fundamental notion with regard to information.
This di�ers from other approaches, in which aboutness can be expressed in
terms of so called information containment. In this section a set of axioms
is presented as a series of rules which establish properties of the aboutness
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relation between situations. Note that the axioms should not be interpreted
in a strict logical sense. We shall see later that some axioms are not univer-
sally valid but only hold within the context of a particular retrieval system.
This o�ers the possibility to compare retrieval systems according to which
axioms they satisfy.

The interpretation of the following rules is as usual in logical systems, i.e.,
A

B means that if A is valid in an information retrieval model, then B is also
valid. Note that if B consists of two parts separated by an operator (or,
and), then a validity is supposed to distribute over this operator.

Basic Axioms

The �rst axiom of aboutness states that a situation is about itself.

Reexivity: S j S

Reexivity seems to be an inherent property of many retrieval systems.

Symmetry:
S j T

T j S

Symmetry expresses the requirement that there is no di�erence between
concluding that a situation S is about a situation T , or concluding that a
situation T is about a situation S. In some retrieval systems, for example,
Boolean retrieval, symmetry is precluded by the strict inference mechanism.
Coordination Level Matching turns out to be symmetric. Symmetry is re-
ected in several retrieval models wherein the matching function is based
on some overlap measure, for example, vector space retrieval. The overlap
measure is primarily intended to promote recall. At the level of situation
inference, the symmetry property is a derivative of plausible inference. In
short, symmetry promotes totality at the expense of honesty.

Transitivity:
S j T T j U

S j U

Transitivity states that if you conclude that S j T and T j U you are
allowed to draw the conclusion that S j U . Transitivity is not reected
in those models wherein the matching function is based on some overlap
measure.
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Union Axioms

Monotonic Union:

(Left)

S j T

S�U j T

(Right)

S j T

S j T�U

The term \monotonicity" stems from the fact that aboutness is preserved
under informational union. Note that there are two versions of the mono-
tonic union property depending on whether the union takes place at the root
situation (Left Monotonic Union) or at the goal situation (Right Monotonic
Union).

An example of Left Monotonic Union is the following. The example is based
on situations constructed from profons. For reasons of notational conve-
nience only the underlying keyword is denoted. Given that water j river,
a new situation is formed by informationally uniting water and pollution.
Left Monotonic Union allows us to conclude that water�pollution is about
river.

Union Decomposition:

(Left)

S�T j U

(S j U) or (T j U)

(Right)

S j T�U

(S j T ) or (S j U)

The decomposition property expresses that if a union of two situations is
about a given situation, it is always possible to decide which part of this
union is about that situation (or both). By way of illustration using Left
Union Decomposition: Given that water � pollution j river, then
water j river, or, pollution j river, or both.

Negative Union:

(Left)

S j6 U T j6 U

S�T j6 U

(Right)

S j6 T S j6 U

S j6 T�U
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Negative Union is the converse of Monotonic Union. Left Negative Union
states that given two situations are not about a goal situation, then informa-
tional union cannot induce aboutness. Right Negative Union takes the root
situation as the focus. By way of illustration using Right Negative Union:
Assuming that fire j6 river and fire j6 pollution then, fire j6 
river � pollution.

Fusion Axioms

Monotonic Fusion:

(Left)

S j T

S�U j T

(Right)

S j T

S j T�U

Monotonic Fusion states that, in systems which satisfy this axiom, aboutness
is preserved under fusion. For example, given that river j water, Left
Monotonic Fusion permits the conclusion that river � pollution j 
water.

Fusion Decomposition:

(Left)

S�T j U

(S j U) and (T j U)

(Right)

S j T�U

(S j T ) and (S j U)

Fusion Decomposition expresses that aboutness divides over fusion. For
example, given that water j river � pollution, Right Fusion Decom-
position permits the conclusion water j river and water j pollution.
This conclusion may seem strange but it can be defended in the following
manner. The initial premise was that water j river � pollutionmean-
ing that it is possible to infer from water the infon river �pollution. The
latter infon contains precisely the information inherent in the combination
of river and pollution. Therefore it can be argued that a part of the
pollution contains river pollution and hence water is referring to that part
of the pollution.
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Negative Fusion:

(Left)

S j6 U T j6 U

S�T j6 U

(Right)

S j6 T S j6 U

S j6 T�U

Left Negative Fusion states that given two situations are not about a goal
situation, then informational fusion cannot induce aboutness. Right Neg-
ative Fusion takes the root situation as the focus. If water j6 air and
pollution j6 air, then Left Negative Fusion permits the conclusion water
� pollution j6 air.

4 Two Information Retrieval Mechanisms mod-

elled as Situation Inference

4.1 The Boolean Inference Mechanism

In Boolean retrieval the characterization consists of a set of terms which
originate from a vocabulary T . In particular, t1 2 �(d) is a reection of
the assumption that the document d is about term t1. Stated in terms of
situation theory, the profon corresponding to t1 holds in the situation Sd.
If t2 2 �(d), the Boolean retrieval operates under the assumption that d is
about the fusion of t1 and t2 whereby the fusion relation R is embodied by
the logical conjunction operator

V
.

In order to translate Boolean retrieval to situations, the function sit is used.
To begin with, the primitive propositions, or terms are translated. Let t 2 T ,
then

sit(t) = fhhI,t; 1iig

Situations corresponding to a document characterization (S�(d)), consist of
a fusion of j �(d) j infons:

S�(d) =
K

t2�(d)

sit(t)
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Example 4.1 (Julius Caesar) Let us consider two information carriers:
information carrier d1 carries the information that \Caesar loves Brutus"
and information carrier d2 \Antony hates Brutus". With the characteriza-
tion language described above the information carriers could be transformed
to as follows:

T = fC;L;B;A;Hg

�(d1) = fC;L;Bg

�(d2) = fA;H;Bg

S�(d1) = sit(C)� sit(L)� sit(B)

S�(d1) = fhh
V
,C,L,B; 1iig

S�(d2) = fhh
V
,B,A,H; 1iig

In Boolean retrieval the request is speci�ed as a formula. These formulas are
constructed from the vocabulary T using the logical connectives ^;_ and :.
We have seen that ^ drives a process of information fusion. Informational
union, on the other hand, is driven by _. A formula may contain negation,
expressing for example that the user wants documents that are not about a
certain keyword t. All documents that do not have t in their characteriza-
tion satisfy the query :t. In other words, Boolean retrieval operates under
a Closed World Assumption [Rij86]. Negation is modelled at the level of
profons as follows: sit(:t) = fhhI,�t; 1iig.1

Without loss of generality we require the formula to be in a disjunctive
normal form. The translation of Boolean formulas to situations, proceeds
as follows:

sit(t) = fhhI,t; 1iig

sit(:t) = fhhI,�t; 1iig

sit( 1 _  2 _ : : : _  n) = sit( 1)� sit( 2)� : : : � sit( n)

sit( 1 ^  2 ^ : : : ^  n) = sit( 1)� sit( 2)� : : : � sit( n)

The function sit is a bijective function, therefore a function f can be de�ned
that will, given a situation as input, result in a corresponding formula. The
function f is the inverse of the sit-function.

1The polarity 0 is not used to model negation, because we want to explicitly express

that the negation of the keyword holds.
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Example 4.2 (Caesar) Given the query-formula (C ^B) _ :(A _ :L).
First we bring this formula, as required, in a disjunctive normal form.
(C ^B) _ (:A ^ L). After using the sit-function, the result will be
f hh
V
,C,B;1 ii,hh

V
, �A,L; 1ii g

In Boolean Retrieval, aboutness is driven by an inference mechanism similar
to that of the propositional calculus (see [Bru93] for more details).

De�nition 4.1 (Boolean Retrieval Situation Aboutness) Let S be
a situation, i an infon, and ` the inference mechanism of Boolean retrieval:
S  BS

i if and only if f(S) ` f(fig).

Example 4.3 (Caesar) fhh
V
,C,L,B;1iig  BS

hhI,C;1ii as (C^L^B) ` C

Still using our Julius Caesar example, the Boolean retrieval system, and the
de�ned  BS

, we can prove that a situation is about another situation. Using
de�nition 4.1:

Example 4.4 (Caesar)

Sq = fhh
V
,C, �A; 1ii; hh

V
, �A,L; 1iig

S�(d1) = fhh
V
,C,L,B; 1iig

S�(d2) = fhh
V
,B,A,H; 1iig

It can be shown that S�(d1) j Sq as follows: S�(d1)   BS
hh
V
,C, �A; 1ii,

because,

C ^ L ^B ` C

C ^ L ^B 6` A closed world assumption

C ^ L ^B ` :A

C ^ L ^B ` C ^ :A

S�(d1)   BS
hh
V
,C, �A; 1ii

and hh
V
,C, �A; 1ii 2 Sq.

On the other hand S�(d2) j6 Sq as there is no infon i 2 Sq, such that
S�(d2)  BS

i. The reason for this is that for all i 2 Sq f(S�(d2)) 6` f(fig)
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4.2 The Coordination Level Matching Inference Mechanism

Just as was the case with Boolean retrieval, documents in coordination level
matching are characterized by a set of keywords drawn from the vocabulary
T . The information need, however, is not represented a formula but as also
as a set of keywords. In coordination level matching situations correspond-
ing to a document characterization consist of the informational union of the
terms in the characterization. This is fundamentally di�erent from the ap-
proach taken in Boolean retrieval because informational union presupposes
no relationships between the terms. Another fundamental di�erence is that
coordination level matching has no notion of negation. The situation S�(d)
corresponding to characterization �(d) is rendered as follows:

S�(d) =
M

8t2�d

sit(t)

The translation of individual terms from the vocabulary T proceeds as in
Boolean retrieval:

sit(t) = fhhI,t; 1iig

Note that in coordination level matching there is no information fusion. As
a consequence there is no possibility to step beyond the level of the profons.

Example 4.5 (Caesar) Using our running example:

S�(d1) = sit(C)� sit(L)� sit(B)

S�(d1) = fhhI,C; 1ii; hhI,L; 1ii; hhI,B; 1iig

S�(d2) = fhhI,B; 1ii; hhI,H; 1ii; hhI,A; 1iig

Coordination level matching retrieval is driven by a poor inference mech-
anism, which simply checks whether there is an overlap between two sets
of keywords. This inference mechanism is mapped directly to inference be-
tween situations (  CLM

) as follows:

De�nition 4.2 (Coordination Level Matching Situation Aboutness)

Let S be a situation and i an infon, then the inference mechanism of CLM
is the following: S  CLM

i if and only if
i 2 S.
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Example 4.6 (Caesar) Using this inference mechanism for the situation
S�(d1),

fhhI,C; 1ii; hhI,L; 1ii; hhI,B; 1iig   CLM
hhI,C; 1ii

Example 4.7 (Caesar) In our running example it can be shown that
S�(d1) j S�(d2) as follows:
S�(d1)  CLM

hhI,B; 1ii and hhI,B; 1ii 2 S�(d2).

5 The Theoretical Comparison of Retrieval Sys-

tems based on Aboutness Axioms

So far we have demonstrated that the situation theoretic approach is ex-
pressive enough to describe di�erent kinds of information retrieval inference
mechanisms. Our focus will now shift to the theoretical comparison of infor-
mation retrieval systems based on what aboutness axioms they are governed
by. In this section Boolean retrieval and coordination level matching will
be compared based on theorems stating the aboutness properties of their
respective situation inference mechanisms.

Theorem 1 (Boolean Retrieval Aboutness Axioms) Let S be a set
of situations such that S j T if and only if 9i2T [S  BS

i]. Then j has
the following properties:

Reexivity, Transitivity, Right monotonic union, Right union decom-

position, Right negative union, Left monotonic fusion, Right fusion

decomposition, Right negative fusion.

Proof 1 Sketch: It is su�cient to test the validity of each axiom based

on the de�nition of the situation inference mechanism. For example, the

following is the proof that Right Negative Union holds:

Assuming S j6 T and S j6 U implies that for all infons i in

T , f(S) 6` f(fig), and for all infons j from U , f(S) 6` f(fjg).
As a consequence, f(S) 6` f(T )_ f(U), and hence S j6 T �U .

Theorem 2 (Coordination Level Matching Aboutness Axioms)

Let S be a set of situations such that S j T if and only if 9i2T [S  CLM
i].

Then j has the following properties:
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Reexivity, Symmetry, Left monotonic union, Right monotonic union,

Left union decomposition, Right union decomposition, Left negative

union, Right negative union.

Proof 2 The proof proceeds along the same lines as that for Boolean re-

trieval, for example, the proof of Symmetry is as follows:

Assume that S j T , so there is an infon i in situation T such

that S  CLM
i. From the de�nition of coordination level matching

this implies that i 2 S. We know that i 2 T and hence T  CLM
i.

Therefore, T j S.

Note that as there is no information fusion in coordinate level matching, the
axioms involving fusion are not applicable.

Based on the above theorems the following can be concluded (see �gure 2):

� CLM is symmetric, hence there is no di�erence between left and right
in the axioms. BS, on the other hand, is not symmetric and left and
right distinctions in the axioms are signi�cant.

� CLM has better recall because its aboutness relation is symmetric.
As argued earlier, symmetry promotes totality in a situation inference
mechanism.

18



Rule BS CLM

Reexivity yes yes
Symmetry no yes
Transitivity yes no

Monotonic Union Left no yes
Right yes yes

Union Decomposition Left yes yes
Right no yes

Negative Union Left no yes
Right yes yes

Monotonic Fusion Left yes no
Right no no

Fusion Decomposition Left no no
Right yes no

Negative Fusion Left no no
Right yes no

Figure 2: Boolean retrieval vs. coordination level matching

If the properties for Boolean retrieval and coordination level matching are
given, the proofs of aboutness are straight-forward. We will give two exam-
ples:

Boolean retrieval Let �(d) = fC;Ag and q = C _ �A. The following is the
proof that S�(d) j Sq:

fhh
V
,C; 1iig

Ref
fhh
V
,C; 1iig j fhh

V
,C; 1iig

LMF
fhh
V
,C; 1iig � hh

V
,A; 1iig j fhh

V
,C; 1iig

RMU
fhh
V
,C; 1iig � fhh

V
,A; 1iig j fhh

V
,C; 1iig � fhh

V
, �A; 1iig

Def: Fusion
fhh
V
,C,A; 1iig j fhh

V
,C; 1ii; hh

V
, �A; 1iig
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Coordination level matching Let �(d) = fC;Ag and q = fA;Bg. The
following is the proof that S�(d) j Sq:

fhhI,C; 1iig
Ref

fhhI,C; 1iig j fhhI,C; 1iig
LMU

fhhI,C; 1iig � hhI,A; 1iig j fhhI,C; 1iig
RMU

fhhI,C; 1iig � fhhI,A; 1iig j fhhI,C; 1iig � fhhI,B; 1iig
Def: Union

fhhI,C; 1ii; hhI,A; 1iig j fhhI,C; 1ii; hhI,B; 1iig

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a framework for theoretically studying infor-
mation retrieval mechanisms based on our underlying theory of information.
Within this framework, axioms have been outlined, that reect assumptions
made by information retrieval models. The framework presented has been
tested. The question naturally arises as to whether this model is su�ciently
powerful to cover all kinds of information retrieval models. Although the
expressive power of situation theory has been demonstrated, we still have
paid no attention to uncertainty aspects. This is an important focus for
future research. Another area of continuing interest is to de�ne a complete
set of aboutness-axioms and to give a proof of completeness. Even though
the theory hinges on the notion of aboutness, it can be applied to investigate
characterization-languages in detail.
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